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Families & Teachers 
are at the heart of what we do...
•Serving close to 170,00 children & their families in over   
  1700 centers across the country
 
•Nearly 28,000 warm, compassionate & dedicated 
 teachers show up each day to care for and nurture       
 life long learners
 
•Our teachers keep the children in their care safe, 
 make them feel special and build their confidence
 
•In their deep commitment to the care they provide 
 the  children- teachers often prioritize others' care of
 their own



Children often spend more 
time with their teachers than 
their families



Mission: Happy Healthy Teachers = Happy Healthy Children

 Guiding Principles
We treat teachers as professionals
We provide the very best support 
We use data to make decisions with impact

At KinderCare we 
genuinely care about 
creating a culture of 

confidence 
because when our 
people thrive our 

families thrive

 
 

 



Vision: Employees feel supported  in every aspect of their 
personal & professional lives

401(k) Redesign
Financial Support Concierge Program

Build & Celebrate Achievements

Day to Day Recognition
Personalized Recognition

Education Assistance Enhancement

Maternity Support

Pay Transparency
PTO Donations

One Fund Close Gaps in Care

EAP Expansion
Measure Provider Value

Virtual Doctor Visits

Career Wellbeing
Make our teachers feel like 
valued professionals

Financial Wellbeing
Meet our teachers where 
they're at

Emotional & Physical Wellbeing
Create a community of support for 
our teachers



Make it easy
 
Make it fun
 
Make it happen without 
spending much or creating an 
administrative nightmare

Strategy…



Build the Team
•Strong, supportive partnerships are key to designing & maintaining a plan your employees will 
appreciate
 
 
Identify the Key Barriers/Pain Points
•Use data to make informed decisions- data often tells a compelling story
•Employee feedback – listen to what they’re saying
 
 
Communicate: Customize, Brand & Sustain
•Think about how you want to show up and connect with your employees
•Align your communications with how you want to show up and connect with your employees
•And identify the most effective ways to communicate broadly and purposefully

Laying the Groundwork…



 

Building the Team

Communication Partners
Your brainstorming 
partners! They may be 
internal, external or a 
combination of both!

Record Keeper
They administer your 
plan on your behalf- 
ensure they're aligned 
AND supportive of your 
vision and what you're 
trying to accomplish

Plan Consultants/Brokers
Your advocate! They bring 
a wealth of expertise & 
experiences to help shape, 
develop and launch your 
vision. And, they're a great 
liaison to keep the teams 
accountable and on track



What our data showed:
A lot of employees invested all their savings in a single fund

 
 

What we heard: 401(k)’s are confusing and scary…
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What we learned:
How much to save and how to invest are two of the biggest barriers holding back employees 

from taking advantage of their 401(k)

Identify the Key Barriers/Pain Points…

...And then I have to 
figure out where to 
invest my money?!

...I know I should 
contribute at least 5% 
of my pay but… how 
much is that really?

...But how will that affect 
my paycheck if I don’t 
always work the same 
number of hours?? How 
do I budget for that?



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What our Data Showed…

Invested in One Individual Fund Diversi ed Investment Selections

Nearly a quarter of participants were fully invested in one, single fund



What our Data Showed…
 
Potential Issue: these participants may be fully invested in a fund that might not be right for them
 
Why should we Care? As fiduciaries (and people who genuinely care!) - we had an obligation to explore. To  
make sure we continue to offer the best possible choices and information to make educated decisions
 
The Barrier: even with all the clearest, most concise communications - participants still highly unlikely to 
take action
 
Possible Solution: forced re-enrollment. But this was disruptive and tricky to communicate - defeating the 
purpose of making a 401(k) easy, fun & engaging!
 
 

 
Or, we could leverage an 
upcoming opportunity....



What our Data Showed…
 

Remember that tip about building your support team? We were transitioning to a new record keeper....
 

The transition gave us a choice... transfer participants' money to the new record keeper's "like" funds or 
to our Qualified Default Investment Account (QDIA)

 
And that's what we did - no action required by participants resulted in removing the " to make any 
changes, you must take action" barrier

                                                                            And this is what diversification looks like today:
 

Invested in One Individual Fund
Diversi ed Investment Selections



What we Heard: It's hard to know how much to save

Our plan allowed percentage based deferrals
 
 
 

Yet, most people think of budgeting in terms of dollars, not percentages
 
 
 

And, trying to figure out how a percentage impacts, especially if you're hourly and your pay fluctuates... can be 
intimidating

 
 
 

But, deferring a flat dollar amount is a little less intimidating because you know exactly how much will be taken from 
your pay - regardless of how many hours you work. You can contribute exactly what you can afford

 

It was that simple! Adding a fixed, flat $ option helped more employees start saving



What we Heard: I don't understand investments

 
 
 

Choosing Investments...
Scary

Confusing

I don't have time
OverwhelmingHelp me

Boring
Hard

I give up



What we Heard: I don't understand investments

We couldn't give advice on what funds to choose from, but we could...
 

Make their options easier to understand
 

And help them identify what type of investor they are ( ...more on these later!)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
But, first make sure your plan offers a diverse & reasonable number of funds to choose from
 

Too few options (or too many) can make it harder for your employees to make an informed decision 
(and has the potential to put your plan and its fiduciaries at risk)

 
Lean on your plan’s investment advisor for help – their experience & expertise can provide you with 
support around best practices, innovative trends & fiduciary responsibilities

 



What we Heard: I don't understand investments

Everyone knows for example, what "asset class" and "ticker" 
means, right?
 
...probably not
 
They usually just see a long list of unfamiliar, confusing words 
that don't connect to anything
 



What we Heard: I don't understand investments
 

What's really in that long list? 
 

Usually just a lot of investment options but each typically falls into one of three categories:
 
 
 
 
 

Individual Funds

Retirement/Target Date
A diverse selection of 
individual funds  

A collection of underlying 
funds designed for a 
person's expected year of 
retirement

1.

2.

 
 And sometimes..

A collection of underlying funds 
designed for a person's person's 
risk tolerance (e.g., conservative, 
moderate or aggressive)

3.  Risk Based Model Portfolios



Step 1: Customize it!

 
 
DO IT FOR ME (Risk Based Models)
-Offers the most guidance. Participants choose the risk model they're 
most comfortable with (think: conservative, moderate or aggressive)
 
 
 
 
DO IT WITH ME (Retirement/Target Date Funds)
-Put's a little more decision making in the participants' hands- they 
choose the fund closest to their expected retirement date
 
 
 
 
I'LL DO IT MYSELF (Individual funds)
-Participants don't need much guidance- they just want to pick the 
investments they decide are right for them

*Ditch the long & confusing list for 
a relatable, easy and fun way to 
pick investments!

*You can't actually ditch the list (i.e., the fund disclosure) because it's legally required. But, you don't have to highlight it - just include it (like in the back of the mailing with 
all the other regulatory notices!)



Step 2: Brand it! - "Do it for me"

 Sandbox: Conservative Portfolio

Sandboxes are a great place to play if 
you don’t want to go too crazy, but you 
still want to explore and are OK with 
small risks like sand in your shoes or a 
bit of grit under your fingernails. 

 Swing Set: Aggressive Portfolio Monkey Bars: Moderate Portfolio

One thing you know for sure when you’re 
swinging on a swing set, you can expect 
ups and downs! The longer you’re 
swinging on the swing set, the higher 
your highs get, and the farther your 
swings down can take you. 

Monkey bars let you swing from bar to 
bar, hang upside down, climb on top, 
and occasionally take a fall. 
 



Do it for me: Making it even easier to invest!



Step 3: Sustain it

Periodic & targeted 
mailings

New way to budget & 
save

Taking the Mystery out 
401(k)'s

TacticsOutcome

3 Investment Paths

Communications - Strategy Plan

Video Highlight

Engaging 
informational/educational 

pieces



 Touch Point 1 & 2: New Hires

Company
Intranet

New Hire 
Benefits 
Package



  Touch Point 3: Newly Benefit Eligibles

New Hire 
401(k) 
Guide



Touch Point 4: Existing Employees

Periodic, 

Annual 

Mailin
gs



Additional Touch Points: Leveraging the Business Lifecycle...

                         Q2                                                                                                       Q3                                                                                                                                Q4
Teacher Appreciation                                         Total Rewards Statements &                                                                                          Annual Open 
                                                                                                                                                        Professional Development Day                               Enrollment

https://vimeo.com/259009194/329cfadef3


 Bringing it all together.... 

TI P # 1

S T R O N G   
P A R T N E R S H I P S

you're only as good as 
the company you keep

TI P #2

B R E A K D O W N   
B A R R I E R S

two of your most 
powerful  informers!

C U S T O M I Z E  
C O M M U N I C A T I O N S

helps create easy,  
engaging & fun 

communications that  
take the mystery out of 

401(k) ’s!

TI P #3

As they say... Data & Feedback Purpose & Connection...


